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Preface

Great salespeople are a key asset for a successful sales organization, but great managers of those salespeople are worth even more. That’s why we call a winning sales
management team “the force behind the sales force.” If a company has a poor
salesperson, it will lose market share in one territory. But if it has a weak first-line
sales manager, it risks losing market share in all the territories that the manager
is responsible for. In time, the salespeople in those territories will drift without
guidance, disengage from their jobs, or lose motivation and allow their skills to
plateau. Frequently, good salespeople who work for weak managers ultimately
leave the company.
We believe that too many sales organizations underinvest in their sales management teams. We have observed companies focusing their sales force improvement
efforts either toward the bottom of the sales organization to make salespeople
more effective or toward the top of the organization to make sales executives
savvier. Too little time and attention, and too few resources, are directed toward
the first-line sales managers in the middle who are a critical link in the corporate
chain and a key point of leverage for driving sales force performance.
The sales force is a key focal point in the challenge to drive profitable revenue
growth in an ever-changing business environment. We see first-line sales managers (FLMs) as pivotal players in driving sales force success. FLMs act as a critical link between salespeople, customers, and the company through three roles:
people manager, customer manager, and business manager. In a people manager
role, FLMs have influence over who sells for the company and whether the best
salespeople stay, how (and how quickly) salespeople improve, how motivated
salespeople are, and how well the sales force embraces change. In a customer
manager role, FLMs can execute key sales process steps, take the lead in selling to
large customers, and help strengthen customer relationships by bringing skills,
experience, and credibility to the sales process. In a business manager role, FLMs
connect headquarters and the field. They ensure that sales force activity stays
aligned with corporate goals by adapting company strategies and allocating
resources appropriately for local markets and by reinforcing company culture
in the field. They communicate what’s happening in the field back to headquarters so that company strategies and plans stay aligned with customer needs. A
winning sales management team that executes these three roles well is a powerful force behind the sales force — and a key success factor in driving sales
performance.
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We wrote Building a Winning Sales Management Team: The Force Behind the Sales
Force to help you harness the power that a winning sales management team can
bring to the sales force. The book fills a void in the information available for helping sales organizations succeed. There are books that help salespeople improve
their selling techniques, books that help first-line sales managers become more
effective coaches, and books that help sales leaders address a range of sales management issues, including several that we have written on topics such as sales
force design, sales force incentive compensation, and sales force effectiveness. But
until now, there were no comprehensive books that combined practical insights
with academic rigor to help sales leaders and their direct reports (for example,
regional sales directors who oversee FLMs) do a better job of defining, creating,
and enabling the FLM team.
Through our consulting work, time and again we see the high impact that FLM
effectiveness has on sales force success. We have observed and participated in
projects across industries and companies all over the globe that focus on improving FLM effectiveness. These projects include the following:
• Redefining the FLM role to align with a new sales strategy. Implementing the role change required redesigning FLM competency models, hiring
profiles, development programs, support data and tools, and reward structures to reinforce the new role.
• Adjusting FLM span of control and reporting relationships. The new
sales organization structure improved coordination of sales activity for
customers while allowing FLMs time and bandwidth to coach and manage
salespeople to bring expertise to customers.
• Identifying the characteristics and competencies of a company’s
most successful FLMs. Once identified, programs and processes were
implemented to propagate the success characteristics and competencies
throughout the sales management team.
• Designing and facilitating customized development workshops for
FLMs. The workshops focused on skill improvement and reinforced best
practices in critical sales effectiveness areas.
• Enhancing FLM motivation by redesigning incentive plans. In addition to an improved plan design that aligned more closely with the FLM role,
new goal-setting processes created district sales goals that were challenging,
attainable, and fair.
Companies have attributed revenue increases of 10 percent or more to these
projects.
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Writing this book has been a continual journey of learning. We started with a
single-chapter overview on the topic of the sales manager for our last book, Building a Winning Sales Force (AMACOM, 2009). We enhanced the material from that
chapter with what we’ve learned from our consulting experiences and began testing our ideas for improving sales manager effectiveness with sales executives in
courses that we teach at Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management and at the Indian School of Business. In September 2010, we held a two-day
Summit for Sales Executives at Kellogg called Building a Winning Sales Management Team.
As momentum for writing the book grew, we formed a Sales Management Advisory Board consisting of 19 successful sales leaders from leading companies in a
variety of industries. Board members shared with us countless ideas and best practices for building a powerful first-line sales management team to drive sales force
success. In addition to sharing their thoughts and stories with us individually, board
members met six times over a 19-month period to collaborate and brainstorm solutions to difficult sales management issues. The experience, creativity, judgment,
and practical examples that board members provided became a core element of the
book. With the board’s help, we took our existing ideas and theories and made them
practical and actionable for sales leaders, and we developed several new frameworks
relevant to the challenges that sales leaders face in today’s environment.

How the Book Is Organized
Building a Winning Sales Management Team: The Force Behind the Sales Force is not a
silver bullet. Instead, it lays out a logical and thoughtful approach for building
and sustaining sales force success. The book describes eight FLM success drivers.
These success drivers involve key sales leader decisions and sales management
programs, systems, processes, and tools that together define, create, and enable
the sales management team. After an introduction in Chapter 1, the heart of the
book is structured into eight chapters that each focus on one key FLM success
driver. The chapters are organized into three major sections:
• Section I, “Defining the FLM’s Job.” By anchoring the FLM job around
your sales force strategy, this section suggests approaches for bringing excellence to three key FLM success drivers: defining the role (Chapter 2), sizing and
structuring the team (Chapter 3), and creating the success profile (Chapter 4).
• Section II, “Creating a Strong FLM Team.” This section shows you how
to build a team of talented sales managers using two key FLM success drivers: selecting talent (Chapter 5) and enhancing competencies (Chapter 6).
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• Section III, “Enabling the Right FLM Activity.” This section shares
strategies for enabling quality FLM activity through three key FLM success
drivers: supporting critical activities (Chapter 7), managing performance
(Chapter 8), and motivating and rewarding success (Chapter 9).
Chapter 10 of the book discusses two primary topics: the responsibility FLMs
have for enabling successful sales force transformation and improvement in a
changing sales environment, and how sales leaders can enable FLMs in their role
as facilitators of change.
The book concludes with a self-assessment tool that you can use to determine
your priorities and start improving the FLM success drivers for your sales organization today.
Readers who desire a complete look at how to build and sustain a winning
sales management team can read all the chapters sequentially. Readers who are
looking to solve a particular issue or concern can start by reading Chapter 1 and
then jump directly to the chapters most relevant to their needs. Readers who need
help with determining where to start can read Chapter 1 first and then complete
the assessment tool provided at the end of the book to identify the highest-impact
priorities that deserve urgent attention.
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